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Quiz 30
True or False

1. True ☐ or False ☐

2. True ☐ or False ☐

3. True ☐ or False ☐

4. True ☐ or False ☐

5. True ☐ or False ☐

6. True ☐ or False ☐

7. True ☐ or False ☐

8. True ☐ or False ☐

9. True ☐ or False ☐

10. True ☐ or False ☐

11. True ☐ or False ☐

12. True ☐ or False ☐

13. True ☐ or False ☐

14. True ☐ or False ☐

15. True ☐ or False ☐

1. Japan uses 200 pounds of disposable chopsticks per person each year

2. The man with the longest penis on record is a data entry clerk from Manhattan

3. Linus Pauling's sister was called Pauline

4. In 1849, 'running amok' was an officially recognised medical condition

5. Bhutan has an official Yeti Hunter. He hasn't found any... yet!

6. To digest baobab seeds, chimpanzees have to eat them, pick them out of their faeces and then eat
them again

7. Dog food is used to test lavatories because it has the same consistency as human faeces

8. Lexical-gustatory (LG) synesthesia is an intriguing neurological condition in which individuals
experience phantom tastes when hearing, speaking, reading, or thinking about words

9. About three-fourths of the Earth's oceans are in permanent pitch darkness

10. There is a species of bacteria that only lives in hairspray

11. The heavy-metal band 'Hatebeak' has a parrot as its lead singer

12. Garden gnomes used to be real people hired to decorate a garden

13. An authentic cowboy hangover remedy was to collect fresh rabbit droppings, brew them into a tea
and gulp it down

14. Animal Rights group PETA has called upon Warhammer game makers to stop producing miniature
plastic figures that appear to be wearing fur

15. There are 299 places in Iran called Mohammadabad
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1. False
2. True
3. True
4. True
5. True

6. True
7. True
8. True
9. True
10. True

11. True
12. True
13. True
14. True
15. True
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